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1. Introduction 
The Steenrod algebras have proven themselves to be fundamental tools in 
algebraic topology. In part this is because of the richness of their structure and the 
repeated applicability of further structural results to topological problems. This 
paper is a further contribution to our understanding of the structure of these 
algebras and is strictly algebraic in nature. We will characterize the projective, flat 
and injective modules over these algebras and determine the homological dimen- 
sions of modules over them. 
Let A denote the mod p Steenrod algebra for an arbitrary prime p. We will 
consider both the category ~,~ of all Z-graded left A-modules and maps of degree 
0 and the full subcategory A~ ÷ of those which are bounded below i.e. M EA~ ÷ if 
for n < n (M) M. = 0. The latter category has been more extensively studied being 
both more immediately connected with unstable homotopy theory and algebra- 
ically simpler (see for example [1] or [7]). However AA~ + is not closed under infinite 
limits and does not have sufficiently many injectives o there is at least a compelling 
algebraic reason for studying the larger category. Further it will be shown that the 
homological properties of these two categories are strikingly different. Most of the 
results for AA,~ ÷ have already been proven by Moore and Peterson [7] but we give a 
uniform presentation for both settings which for ,,.,¢/+ is in some respects impler 
than theirs. 
Our exposition deals solely with left A-modules because the canonical an- 
tiautomorphism c: A ~ A [8] sets up an isomorphism between A.~ and ~A, and 
therefore the results will be identical for right modules. The canonical an- 
tiautomorphism allows us to define right structure on a left A-module, in particular 
we define M®AN for two left A-modules in this way. 
The results in this paper were proved independently by the two authors with the 
exception of Theorem 3.3 which is due to the second author. 
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2. Finite algebras and the Steenrod algebra 
Our results derive from the fact that the Steenrod algebra is the union of a 
properly increasing sequence of connected Fr6benius algebra over each of which it 
is flat. 
Definition 2.1. A finite dimensional connected algebra over a field B is Frfbenius 
if there is an isomorphism (of non-zero degree) between B and B* regarded as left 
B-modules. 
The well-known finite subalgebras {A.} of A [8] are Fr6beniusmmore generally 
any finite connected Hopf algebra is Frfbenius, see [4] or [6]. In addition we have 
that A ,¢  A,+I, A = U A, and that A is flat over each A,. 
The homological structure of modules over Frfbenius algebras is known. 
Theorem 2.1. If B is a Frb'benius algebra then for a left B-module M the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) M is free, 
(b) M is projective, 
(c) M is flat, 
(d) M is injective. 
A proof of this result can be found in [6] or [7]. 
Corollary. I f  M is a B-module which is not free then its projective, weak and 
injective dimensions are all infinite. 
Remark. Since B is finite dimensional the results of the theorem and corollary are 
equally true if we restrict to the category ~.,R ÷ 
Let A be an arbitrary algebra and B a subalgebra. The forgetful functor 
F: A./,/---> B~t has a left adjoint E: B./,t --> A~ given by E(M)  = A®BM. In particular 
if M in BJ/,/is projective then E(M)  is projective. If we further assume that A is flat 
over B then E is exact and: 
Proposition 2.2. There are natural isomorphisms: 
(a) Ext* (E (M) ,N)= Ext*(M, F(N)), 
(b) Tor.A(M, E(N) )= TorS.(F(M),N). 
Note: In (b) M is a right B-module but in application it will be a left A, or 
A-module with right structure given by the canonical antiautomorphism. 
Proof. (a) Let O*---M~---P, be a projective resolution of M over B. Then 
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O~---E(M)~---E(P.) is a projective resolution of E(M) over A. And we have 
Ext*A(E(M),N)= H(Hom~(E(P.),N)) which by  adjointness is isomorphic to 
n (Homs(P . ,  F(N))) = Ext~,(M, F(N)). 
(b) We have MQA(AQBN)~F(MQAA)QBN~-F(M)®BN and since 
Tor~(M,E(N))=H(MQAE(P,)) this is isomorphic to H(F(M)®BP,)= 
TorB, (F(M), N). 
Returning to the specific case of the Steenrod algebra A = LI A. there are then 
the forgetful functors F. : AM ---> A~M and their left adjoints E. : ArM ---> AM. 
Proposition 2.3. Let M be an A-module, 
(a) M projective implies Fn(M) projective, 
(b) M flat implies F.(M) flat, 
(c) M injective implies F.(M) injective. 
Proof. (b) and (c) are immediate from Proposition 2.2. As for (a) let M be the 
direct summand of a free A-module N, then Fn(N) is a fiat and therefore free 
An-module. 
For A-modules M and N the inclusions A.---> An÷~ induce maps 
Tor. A- (F. (M), F. (N))---> Tor~-÷,(F.÷I(M), F.+~(N)) 
and 
Ext~...,(F.÷~(M), F.+,(N))---> Ext*. (Fn (M), Fn (N)) 
the latter via the forgetful functor. This gives rise to direct and inverse limit 
sequences of the Tor and Ext functors and the central tool for the sequel is: 
Theorem 2.4. The following sequences are exact: 
(a) 0---> lim Tor~.(F.(M),F.(N))--> Tor~(M, N)--> 0, 
(b) 0--> I~m~Ext~A-.1(F.(M),F,(N))--> Ext~,(M, N)--> lim ExtkA.(F,(M),F,(M))-->O. 
<.-  <--- 
Proof. (a) Let O~--N~---P. be a projective resolution. By Proposition 2.3 
O~--F.(N)~--F.(P,) is a projective resolution and Tor2.(F.(M),F.(N)) is the 
homology of the complex F.(M)®A.F.(P.). But A = LI An so there is a natural 
isomorphism lira F.(M)®A.F.(O)--~ M®AQ and since homology commutes with 
direct limit (a) follows. 
(b) For an A-module M let M,~ = E.F.(M),then there are mapsfn "M.--~M,+~ 
given by f . ( l®m)=lQm and maps en'M.- -~M given by en( l®m)=m,  and 
e.+lf. = e.. Since A = tO A. the map limM, ~ M is an isomorphism. Therefore 
there is an exact sequence of A modules O--~,M.I-J~-~,M.--*M--*O where 
f(x.) = x.-f.x,. Applying Ext*( , N) to this we get a long'exact sequence. But 
Ext*(~,M.,N)=rIExt*(Mn, N) and so by the definition of lira and lira I the 
<.-- <-.- 
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long exact sequence breaks up into short exact 
0----> lim~Ext~ -' (M,, N)---~ Ext,(M, N)---> lim Ext~(Mn, N)---~ 0. Then 
<..- <-- 
f rom Proposition 2.2. 
sequences 
(b) follows 
3. The unbounded case 
For the sake of completeness we include the following well-known result. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  M is a projective A-module then it is free. 
Proof. Since A is connected it is quasi-local so the result follows from Kaplansky 
[5]. 
Our next two theorems characterize modules of low homological dimensions. 
Theorem 3.2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) proj dim M ~< 1, 
(b) weak dim M = 0 i.e. M is flat, 
(c) inj dim M ~< 1, 
(d) F, (M)  is free for all n. 
Proof. The implications from (d) to (a), (b) and (c) follow immediately from 
Theorem 2.4. The reverse implications follow in turn from Proposition 2.3 and 
Theorem 2.1. 
In Section 4 we will show that for a bounded below module, projective, flat and 
injective are equivalent. However in the general case the bounds on projective and 
injective dimension in Theorem 3.2 are the best possible in the following strong 
sense. We will call a module unbounded if it is not bounded below. 
Theorem 3.3. An unbounded A-module cannot be both project.ire and injective. 
Note : An unbounded projective has the form ~Ax~ where {deg x,~} has no lower 
bound. Dually we have unbounded injectives of the form HA*x~ where A * is the 
left module dual to A regarded as a right A-module. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that an unbounded projective is not injective. Let 
P = ~,aAx~, be an arbitrary unbounded projective. If F CA and we prove that 
~,rAx~ is not injective then it wi!l follow that P is not injective either. So we may 
assume that P has the form ~,7~oAxr with degxo>degxl  . . . .  Below, we will 
construct a subsequence x,,, = Xo, xr,,.., and elements ak E IA such that deg a~ = 
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deg x~_,- deg x,~ and am... ak ~ 0 for all k. If ~=0 Ax~ is not injective then P is not 
injective. 
So consider P = Y~7=~Ax, and assume that there are elements ak E IA  such that 
deg a~ = degx~_~- degx~ and a~...  ak ~ 0 for all k. Define f: P--* P by ]'(x~) = 
x~ + a~+tx~+~. This map is clearly monic. It is not epic since in particular x0 v~ im[  
for if Xo = f (Egbkx~)  = boxo+ (boa~ + b~)x~ +. . .  + b,a,+,x,+~ then b. = a~.. .  a, and 
therefore b,a,+,x,+~/O.  However Z~®a coker f= 0 since l®f :  Ze®aP-~ 
ZA (~A P is an isomorphism. Therefore the exact sequence 
0--* P ~ P ~ coker f---~ 0 does not split and P is not injective. 
So it remains to construct he subsequence referred to above. In constructing it
and the corresponding elements of A we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma. For any n there is an r(n)  such that (Zp®A,A )~ ~ 0 ]:or k >t r(n) .  
Proof. First let A be the mod p Steenrod algebra with p~ 2. Let O(eo, . . . )P(r l , . . . )  
denote the Milnor basis element [10] dual to r~o.. .¢~,. . . ,  it has degree 
~,e,(2p' - 1) +~ r/2(p j - 1). The graded vector space Zp®A.A  has a basis consisting 
of l®O (e0, . . . )P(r~, . . . )  where ek = 0 if k ~< n and if rk as p-adic expansion ~, a~p z 
then a ,=0 for l<n+l -k  [10]. Let r=degP( r l , . . . )  where l®P( r~, . . . )~O.  
Then (Zp®a,A) , , ,~  0 for m t> 1 since mr = degP( rnr~, . . . )  and l®P(mr l , . . .  ) ~ O. If 
w,+, ,,, j _ l )  then fo r0~<t<r ,  S = ~S=.+lz l ,  p 
So 
n+l  n+t  n+t+l  n+r  
deg 0(0 , . . . ,1 , . . . ,  1 ,O, . . . )P (O, . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  1 ,0 , . . . )  = s + t. 
n+l  n+t  
deg O(0 , . . . ,  1 , . . . ,  1 ,0 , . . . )P (mr~, . . . ,  mr,÷,+~ + 1, . . . , mr,+r+l, . . . )= mr + s + t 
and since this gives a non-zero element of Z~,®A,A for any m I> 0 and any t 
between 0 and r, we conclude that (ZpQA.A)k  ~ 0 for k t> s. 
If A is the mod2 Steenrod algebra the same argument will work with the 
standard translation of Q(eo , . . . )P ( r~, . . . )  to e(2ra + eo,...).  
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we are given generators Xo, x , , . . ,  with 
degx0>degx~ > . . . .  Assume that we have chosen a subsequence X,o = Xo, 
x, , , . . . ,  x,, and elements ai ~ IA ,  i = 1, .... , l such that deg a, = deg x,,_, - deg x,, and 
am. . .a t J0 .  For n sufficiently large a , . . . ,a~ EA,  and for k >Ir (n)  
(Zp®A.A )k ~ O. Pick x,,÷, such that h = deg x,, - deg x,,+, >t r(n).  Then let at+~ E IA  
be any element of degree h such that in Ze®A,A ,  l®at÷~  O. It remains to show 
that a~. . .  atat+z ~ O. Let b = a~.. .  a~ E A,  and let I C IA ,  be the right annihilator 
of b in A,. Since A is free overA,, I®A.A  CA is the right annihilator of b in A. If 
i: ! ~ A,  is the inclusion and e: A,  ~ Z~, is the augmentation then the composition 
I®A.A  '®~ A ,®A,A  "®~ Z~,®,~,A is zero. suppose that ba~÷l = 0 then at+i E im(i®I) 
.and therefore (eQ1)(l®at~.l)= 0 which is a contradiction. 
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Now we consider the modules of high homological dimension. 
Theorem 3.4. Let M be an A-module then the following are equivalent: 
(a) proj dim M > 1, 
(b) proj dim M = ~, 
(c) weak dim M > 0, 
(d) weak dim M = ~, 
(e) inj dim M > 1, 
(f) inj dim M = ~. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (c) and (e) follows from Theorem 3.2 so it suffices to 
prove the implications (a) 2- (b), (c) ~ (d), (e) ~ (f). 
Suppose the proj dim M < ~ then by Proposition 2.3 proj dim F, (M) < oo for all 
n. Therefore by the corollary to Theorem 2.1 F,(M) is free for all n and by 
Theorem 3.2 proj dim M < 1. Similar arguments work in the other two cases. 
As corollaries of the preceding theorems we have the following: 
Corollary. An injective module is flat and a flat module is the quotient of free 
modules. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.2. 
Corollary. If {Ms} is a family of flat A-modules then IIM~ is flat. 
Proof. For each n and a, Fn(M~) is free and therefore injective. Then for each n, 
Fn(1-I M~)= I-I Fn(M,,) is injective and therefore free. Apply Theorem 3.2. 
Note: (1) It is not always true that the product of projectives i projective since by 
a theorem of Chase [3] this would imply that flat modules are projective. 
(2) It is not always true that the sum of injectives is injective since by a theorem 
of Bass [3] this would imply that A is Noetherian. 
4. The bounded below case 
In this section we will determine the homological dimensions for modules in 
,,M ÷. For an arbitrary connected algebra the homological dimensions can be 
defined in AM or, since AM + has sufficiently many projectives, via Tor and Ext in 
AM + . These two definitions agree: 
Proposition 4.1. For M in AM +, 
(a) proj dim M = proj dim + M, 
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(b) weak dim M = weak dim + M, 
(c) inj dim M = inj dim ÷ M. 
In particular a bounded below module is projective, flat or injective in A~ ÷ if and only 
if it is in A~t. 
Proof. The inequality /> is clear. For N in ~ we have N = lim N, with N, in 
A~t ÷, for example N, = {x E Nldeg x > - r}. Arguing as in Theorem 2.4 we have: 
(a)' Ext~ (M, N) ~ lJm Ext~ (M, N~), 
(b)' Tor~ (M, N) ~ lim Tor~ (M, N,), 
(c)' 0---~ lim~ Ext,,-1 (N,, M)---~ Ext,(N, M)---~ lira Ext,(N,, M)---~ 0. 
<..- <.._ 
Then (a) and (b) follow immediately from (a)' and (b)'. And (c) follows from (c)' 
once we observe that Ext~-~(N,, M)---~ Ext~-l(N,_~, M) is onto if inj d im÷M = k 
(since Ext~ (N,/N~_~, M) = 0). 
As in Section 3 our basic tool will be the sequences of Theorem 2.4 applied now 
with the following additional information: 
Proposition 4.2. I f  M is an A-module such that Fn(M) is free for all n and N is a 
bounded below A-module then 
lim~ Hom~,. (F . (M),F~(N))=O. 
Proof. (1) We prove this first for N satisfying I (A )N  = 0 where I (A )  is the 
augmentation ideal. Since F~(M) is free there is an isomorphism 
J~: HomA. (F.(M), Fn(N))---~ Homzp (Z,,®A. M, N). The inclusion An ~ A,,÷I in- 
duces a map p.: Zp®A.M ~ Zp®An÷1M and we claim that * = p~J~+l JnGn+~ where G~ 
is the forgetful functor. To see this let A~ U A2 be a basis for Zp®A~M where A1 is a 
basis for kerp~. Then p*Jn÷~(f)(l®x)= f(x)  for l®x E A2 and = 0 for l®x E A~. 
And on the other hand J~G,+~(f) ( l®x) = f (x)  so we must show that f (x)  = 0 for 
1 ®x E A1. But 1 ®x E At implies that x = ~ a,x, with a, E I(A.+~) and therefore 
f (x )  = f(~, a,x,) = ~ air(x,) which equals zero since I (A )N  = 0. So this case will be 
proven by the following lemma. 
Lemma. I f  v! ~ v2-* . . ,  is a sequence of vector spaces over k then for any vector 
space W we have limlHomk(V,,, W)= O. 
Proof. Let V = lim V., then we have the short exact sequence -.-> 
0-->Y. V.--->E V,---> V--->0. So as in the proof of Theorem 2.4(b) we get a 
monomorphism lim ~ Hom~ (V~, W)--> Ext~ (V, W) and k being a field, Extk (V, W) 
is zero. 
(2) We turn now to the case of an arbitrary bounded below A-module N. Let 
N, = {x ~ N[deg x > r} then we get a sequence of inclusions N = Ns ~-- Ns+l ~---... 
with lim N, = 0 = lim I N, and the successive quotients annihilated by I (A) .  There- 
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fore by (1)we get li<_m' HomA. (F,,(M), F.(N,))--> lim' HomA. (F.(M),F,,(N,_,))-->O. 
So it suffices to show that lira, lim~ HomA. (F~(M),~,F.(N,)) = 0 which we do with the 
6-  6 -  
fo l low ing  lemma: 
Lemma. I[ {B.,, f., g,} is a bigraded inverse limit system such that lim, B., 
6-  
limit B.~ for each n, then lim, lim~ B., = O. 
6-  6 -  6 -  
=0= 
Proof. The maplim~l-l,B,,,.-->l-Llim~B,,r induced by the interchange FI, II.B,,,---> 
<--- <_._ 
ft ,  1-IrB,,,,. is an is6morphism since lira 1 and direct product commute. By definition 
1 <-:-r__ we have 0---> lim, lim'.B.~--> l-It lim,,B.~ ~I -L  lim'.B.r so it will suffice to show that 
<--- <.--- <---- <---. 
the map ~.H,B .~ 2._> li<___mlH,B., defined by h{x.,} = {x. , -  g,÷lX.,+,} is an isomor- 
phism. By assumption the map k. • FI,B., ~ rl~B., given by k,,{x,,,} = 
{x., - g~+,x.,+l} is an isomorphism for each n. Therefore k = 
I I .k .  • 1-I. 1-I,B., ---> I I .  FI,B., is an isomorphism and if 1" 1-I. FI,B., ~ 1-I. 1-I,B., is 
defined by l{x.,} = {x., -/.+,X.+l,} then kl = Ik (we need the commutativity of the 
f 's and g's here). The diagram 
l 
rt. I-L B.r --> II,, rI, B.r ----~ lim~ rI, B.~ ----~ 0 
<.--  
--~ lim~ II, B., ~ 0 
commutes and has exact rows, so k an isomorphism implies h an isomorphism and 
proves the lemma. 
Returning to the proof of the proposition we can apply the lemma 
B., = HomA~(F~(M),~F~(N,)), f~ the forgetful functor and g, induced by 
inclusion N, ~ N,_, once we note that lira N, = 0 = limlNr implies that 
<-.--- 6 -  
lim, HomA. (F. (M), F. (N,)) = 0 = limit HomA. (E. (M), F,, (N,)) 
<-'- 6 -  
for each n. 
In AM + the modules of low homological degree are easily classified: 
with 
the 
Theorem 4.3. For M in AM + the following are equivalent: 
(a) M is [ree, 
(b) M is projective, 
(c) M is flat, 
(d) M is injective, 
(e) F . (M)  is [ree for all n. 
Note: (1") By Proposition 4.1 (b), (c) and (d) can be interpreted equally well as 
referring to the category AM. 
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(2) This theorem is essentially the major result of [7] but the proof is different 
and both somewhat shorter and somewhat less general than Moore and Peterson's. 
Proof. If M is projective, flat or injective then by Theorem 3.2 Fn(M) is free for 
all n. Conversely suppose M satisfies (e) then also by Theorem 3.2 M is fiat, so it 
suffices to show that M is projective and injective. 
It is well-known that over any connected algebra, bounded below flat modules are 
projective [9] pp~ 156. Therefore M is projective. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
inj dim M < 1 so we have a short exact sequence 0---> M --> I ---> J---> 0 with I and J 
injective (this sequence may not be in A~ ÷ since that category does not have 
sufficiently many injectives). In particular F,(J)  is free for all n and since M is 
bounded below we can argue as above that Ext~( J ,M)=0.  Therefore 








For M in A~ ÷ the following are equivalent: 
proj dim M > 0, 
proj dim M = ~, 
weak dim M > 0, 
weak dim M = 
inj dim M > 0, 
inj dim M = ~. 
Corollary [2]. A finitely generated projective submodule of an A-module is a direct 
summand. 
Proof. A finitely generated A-module  is bounded below so the corollary is 
immediate from Theorem 4.3. 
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